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About This Video

About the experience:
“Explore your surroundings and dive deep into an ancient cave system. Follow the drone and discover the horrific truth about

the darkest of all places... “
SONAR is a new kind of cinematic entertainment, striking a balance between traditional movie making and interactive media.

The short film is a fully immersive, slow paced, 3D-360° computer-generated virtual reality experience at 4k resolution and
60fps.

About the production:
SONAR was created by Philipp Maas and Dominik Stockhausen at Filmakademie Baden-Wuerttemberg in Ludwigsburg,

Germany, during the summer term of 2014. The original score was written by Alexander Maas, who also did the sounddesign
and mixing. Production started in May and finished at the end of July 2014.

The initial concept of a classical scifi-horror short in the cinemascope screening format was turned upside down as we got our
hands on the Oculus Rift DK1.

Immediately hooked by the technology and its creative potential, we were eager to produce the first VR short film at the
Filmakademie.

Advancing our workflow for VR productions, we updated the project in 2015 to high-resolution, omni-directional stereoscopic
3D and 60fps as well as spatial audio.

It was released shortly after our Sundance premiere in february 2016 on the Oculus GearVR Store and it is now coming to
Google Daydream and SteamVR.
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Title: SONAR - A Virtual Reality Experience
Production:
Filmakademie Baden-Württemberg GmbH
Distributor:
Philipp Maas - SCOPE - Virtual Content Studio
Release Date: 11 Feb, 2016
Country: Germany
Video Resolution: 3840x1536(0.2GB)
360 Format: Stereo, Equirectangular
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 6 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

English,French,Italian,German,Arabic,Bulgarian,Traditional Chinese,Simplified Chinese,Danish,Finnish,Greek,Japanese,Korea
n,Dutch,Norwegian,Polish,Portuguese,Romanian,Russian,Swedish,Thai,Czech,Turkish
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sonar - a virtual reality experience

Bang, bang, pow, BOOM!

9/10. Fun Game. Remember playing it on Kongregate when I was younger.
Solid game, really simple but goes really deep.
. Battlefield: 2142's servers weren't shut down for this.. It's got some future nice 2008th GOTY style, even for driving &
weaponry, but bottom line is, that this Arcade has no potential matter of intense language & gore for some reason.
Maybe it's because it ain't so badass as it seems Rate:(6\/10), total \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t from side,
if you ask me!. Achievement fever.

+This game is nice for testing your skills. The controls are a bit off, but once you get used to them there's no problem.
+The soundtrack is really appealing, some of the music remind me of Super Meat Boy soundtrack.

-The achievements are made really for one level, the rest of them are just there, play them if you want or not.

Got the game with a -90% coupon, didn't regret it.. besy game ever
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I have given this game a fair shake and I can both recommend it and recomend against it depending on what you want out of this
game and whether you've played it's successors (Rise of Venice, Port Royale 2&3, and Patrician 4).

Buy it if you:
Want a complex and engaging trading and business managing game with a fair addition of politics and hands-off town
management.
Can overlook a dated interface, unintuitive mechanics and little explanation. (Both a tutorial, manual and Wiki exist tho!)

Avoid (in favor of its successors) if you:
Prefer a more streamlined experience, with quality of life improvements at the cost of less complexity.
Require better graphics (although this is really not the selling point of this series)

In general I was well amused by the game and will surely continue playing, thus I recommend it, albeit only for the more
dedicated fans of the genre (niche) and series.
. Avoid this, even at the "just a dollar" pricepoint.

* First, for a lot of people the game crashes on startup. You have to dig through the config file with a text editor to fix it.
* Second, the game is buggy and will crash often. This is not something you can fix. The devs claimed to be working on it,
before vanishing for several years and then claiming to have lost the license.
* Third, half the time this full game becomes convinced it is only a demo and tries to convince you to buy non-existant DLC
that would unlock a 'full version'. Again, this was promised a fix that will never come.

If you're that interested in Magical Drop, go back to the older games. They actually work as intended, and have more features
than this game does.. I'm amazed this is an RPG-maker game. The devs did an amazing job. The locale really shines and gives a
sense of a coherency. There are somewhat frequent translation errors, and the game requires an independent mind. For all the
cute, relaxing atmosphere, I can confidently say Dark Souls is a good analogue in terms of how much the player is expected to
figure out. The difficulty is, on normal settings, fairly forgiving. There is a permadeath hardcore mode, and a no-pressure story
mode.

This game features....
-A solid and well-developed exploration feature, with a convincingly designed artificial environment and map
-A story
-19 possible recruit-able characters. In addition to the player character, there are three open party slots.
-4 weapon categories the player can switch out and train to master
-A polished version of the standard RPG-maker battle system with improved art, non-static party member portraits, and
dynamic weather and backgrounds. The character also holds the weapon you've equipped. (something far too few non 3D RPGs
take the time to do)
-Lore you can read if you so desire(but it's not required in the slightest)
-Pixel art
-time management with a two-year deadline
-rescources to gather, and things to craft
-affordable cost

I will try to update this review as I get further into the game.

Shameless self-promoion(character recruitment guide): http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=1081436257.
12 minotes was all I could take. Clunky interface, clunky camera, annoying and repetitive character vocalizations. The first NPC
I met had some of the worst voice acting I've encountered recently. Uninstalled.. A complete improvement from its predecesor.

You must burp and fart your way through Anywhere City doing missions for 3 gangs per district. But every time you do this
another gang will be angry at you and attack you on sight until you "balance" the situation.

Once you get enough money you can progress to the next district... OR you can do all the missions, fight the leaders of the 3
gangs and see how everything goes to♥♥♥♥♥♥at the end before you leave.
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Look out for Elvis.. Most VR games are more like gimmicky apps, but Neptune Flux is a story-driven adventure game in an
open world. Grow the capabilities of your pod by searching for salvage and treasure. Look back through time to figure out the
mystery. While it isn't a huge story, it's involved, engaging, and helps set the stage for what we should expect in VR gaming..
This game started out relatively unique and interesting, and then regressed into a mess of poor narration and tedious, illogical
puzzles. (For example, putting a random CD in a machine used to crush large objects, and then fitting its shattered pieces
perfectly into a puzzle to disable a machine keeping you from a key item. The CD just HAPPENS to shatter into perfect little
chunks to complete a man-made puzzle? Puh-leeze.) It was at that point I gave up on the game. I enjoy puzzle games, but this
game is one where it is nearly impossible to progress without a walkthrough because the puzzles are so unrealistic.

That being said, I do enjoy the art style, and admit that it is at least visually pleasing.. Hm also not working for me...
I bought 3 of 4 for each 0.94 swiss francs...
Well whatever... i don't really care about 3 bucks...

but I hope they will fix it soon...
It would be nice

But whatever xD. Good game! Very beautiful graphics!
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